Introduction {#s1}
============

The origin of a new gene can occur through several mechanisms such as duplication, exon shuffling, and the fusion or fission of existing genes [@pone.0048650-Long1]. The characteristic feature of these mechanisms is a pre-existing parent gene, which, in whole or in part, gives rise to the new gene. A classic example of genes arising partly though duplication, and partly through *de novo* mechanisms, is the evolution of the antifreeze glycoprotein in Arctic cod and in Antarctic notothenioid fish [@pone.0048650-Chen1]. Another possible mechanism, but one that is rarely observed, is the creation of completely novel genes from previously non-coding DNA. So far, evidence for the creation of protein-coding *de novo* genes has only been described in a small group of eukaryotes consisting of yeast [@pone.0048650-Cai1], [@pone.0048650-Carvunis1], Drosophila [@pone.0048650-Begun1], [@pone.0048650-Chen2], [@pone.0048650-Levine1], [@pone.0048650-Zhou1], [@pone.0048650-Zhang1], [@pone.0048650-Chen3], the protozoan *Plasmodium vivax* [@pone.0048650-Yang1], ancestral primates [@pone.0048650-TollRiera1], human [@pone.0048650-Knowles1], [@pone.0048650-Li1], [@pone.0048650-Wu1], [@pone.0048650-Zhang2], and rice [@pone.0048650-Xiao1]. A *de novo* gene has also been discovered in mouse, though it does not encode a protein and is instead thought to produce a non-coding RNA [@pone.0048650-Heinen1].

A large fraction of the open reading frames (ORFs) in mammalian genomes is suspected to be functionally meaningless, as they show no evidence of evolutionary conservation with other species. However, this is not sufficient evidence to discount the possibility that these ORFs do in fact encode functioning proteins. By definition, *de novo* genes are unique to a specific lineage, and as such may be responsible, or partly responsible, for phenotypes that set one species apart from its closest relatives [@pone.0048650-Khalturin1]. However, due to their exclusive presence in one lineage or species, these genes are less likely to have been the subject of functional analyses.

We searched for *de novo* genes that have appeared in the mouse and rat lineages since their divergence 14--40 million years ago [@pone.0048650-Adkins1], [@pone.0048650-Jacobs1], [@pone.0048650-Kumar1], [@pone.0048650-Wilson1]. The practical uses of having a list of known *de novo* genes in mouse and rat are plentiful, and the two species provide researchers with platforms upon which such genes can be studied, something that is lacking for human-specific cases. In particular, rodent genes can be easily subjected to functional analyses such as knockout studies.

For this study we used rigorous and conservative criteria to ensure the exclusion of artefacts such as sequencing and annotation errors, ultimately ending up with a rather small, but well-supported, list of candidates.

Results {#s2}
=======

Identification of mouse and rat genes with no protein-coding matches {#s2a}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

We initially compared the complete set of protein coding genes from mouse and rat using blastp to determine all genes found in one species and not the other, thereby obtaining a preliminary list of 480 and 350 candidate novel genes in mouse and rat, respectively. We then excluded genes with plausible orthologs in any other species, as these may be explained by lineage-specific loss ([Fig. 1](#pone-0048650-g001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Flowchart summary of methods used.\
Each of the steps taken to obtain the sets of mouse and rat *de novo* genes is shown in yellow boxes. The numbers of mouse and rat genes remaining after each step are shown in blue boxes.](pone.0048650.g001){#pone-0048650-g001}

We considered the possibility that genuine, but unannotated, orthologs might exist in the other rodent genome. We searched the rat genome for sequences homologous to each of the mouse genes, and the mouse genome for sequences homologous to each of the rat genes. If the corresponding homologous sequence was not identifiable then the gene was removed from the list of candidates as we cannot exclude the possibility that the gene is present but unsequenced. Once the homologous sequence was identified we examined it for evidence of protein-coding capacity (i.e., an unannotated, but plausible ortholog). All potential ORFs were translated into protein sequences, and these were compared to the proteins encoded by the candidate *de novo* gene in question. Cases where a potential ORF aligned to at least 50% of the candidate novel gene with at least 60% identity were discarded. After completion of these rigorous quality control steps 152 and 53 candidate *de novo* genes remained for mouse and rat, respectively.

Evidence for transcription and protein-coding potential of the *de novo* genes {#s2b}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Evidence that a *de novo* gene is expressed and translated into a protein is significant in arguing for its authenticity. In previous studies of entirely *de novo* genes only one gene in yeast and three in human had some high throughput mass spectrometry support for their protein-coding potential [@pone.0048650-Cai1], [@pone.0048650-Knowles1]. We searched microarray and EST databases and found evidence of transcription for 69 candidate novel mouse genes and 6 rat genes ([Table 1](#pone-0048650-t001){ref-type="table"} and [Table 2](#pone-0048650-t002){ref-type="table"}, respectively).

10.1371/journal.pone.0048650.t001

###### Summary of the 69 candidate mouse novel genes.

![](pone.0048650.t001){#pone-0048650-t001-1}

  EnsEMBL ID                                                  Genomic location        Length (aa)             Overlapping genes              Number of exons^a^                                     Knockouts                                          Peptide evidence^b^                        Expression evidence^c^
  ----------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ------------- ---------------------------------------- -------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------
  ENSMUSG00000075472[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}    11:106683070..106683258:-1       62                  ENSMUSG00000018363                     1                                                                                                   PeptideAtlas (3)                      ArrayExpress, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000078251                                     11:113331568..113331885:1        106                 ENSMUSG00000041654                     1                                                                                                   PeptideAtlas (2)                   ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000074740[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}     19:60865923..60867569:1         84                  ENSMUSG00000024991                     1                       knocked out in cell line, no phenotype in live mouse yet              PRIDE (1), PeptideAtlas (4)                     Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000066371[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}     9:107774792..107775570:1        129                 ENSMUSG00000032582                     1                       knocked out in cell line, no phenotype in live mouse yet              PRIDE (3), PeptideAtlas (4)              ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000051562[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}    9:122929985..122930362:-1        125                                                        1                                                                                             PRIDE (4), PeptideAtlas (5)              ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000072684                                      14:26484519..26486217:1         121                 ENSMUSG00000007817                     1                       knocked out in cell line, no phenotype in live mouse yet              PRIDE (3), PeptideAtlas (7)                     Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000075582[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}     14:57719305..57719652:1         115                 ENSMUSG00000046352                     1                                                                                             PRIDE (1), PeptideAtlas (4)                        Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000056640[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}     14:70057982..70058305:-1        107       ENSMUSG00000085092, ENSMUSG00000034205           1                                                                                             PRIDE (2), PeptideAtlas (6)                        Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000054990[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}     18:25288507..25288980:-1        157       ENSMUSG00000034295, ENSMUSG00000024269           1                                                                                             PRIDE (2), PeptideAtlas (3)                 ArrayExpress, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000074880[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}     10:80257231..80258205:1         115                 ENSMUSG00000061589                     1                                                                                                   PeptideAtlas (3)                             Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000055108                                      10:98588633..98588830:-1        65                  ENSMUSG00000019952                     1                                                                                             PRIDE (1), PeptideAtlas (3)    ArrayExpress, Bgee, CleanEx, Genevestigator, GermOnline
  ENSMUSG00000074246[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}     8:74148472..74148777:-1         101                 ENSMUSG00000034807                     1                                                                                             PRIDE (2), PeptideAtlas (6)                     Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000072431[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}      8:80040955..80042477:1         122                 ENSMUSG00000037148                     1                                                                                                   PeptideAtlas (5)        
  ENSMUSG00000037982                                       8:83537426..83539566:1         164                 ENSMUSG00000038250                     1                       knocked out in cell line, no phenotype in live mouse yet              PRIDE (3), PeptideAtlas (10)             ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000078283[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}     6:91712358..91712738:-1         126                 ENSMUSG00000030098                     1                                                                                             PRIDE (4), PeptideAtlas (5)              ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000079446[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}     6:100654749..100657668:1        108                 ENSMUSG00000030074                   2 (1)                                                                                                 PeptideAtlas (6)                             Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000073546                                      18:65466084..65469530:1         103                 ENSMUSG00000032845                   2 (1)                                                                                           PRIDE (3), PeptideAtlas (5)                 ArrayExpress, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000072655[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}    6:149234588..149234908:-1        106                                                        1                                                                                                   PeptideAtlas (8)                             Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000063757                                        7:4985680..4988370:1          138                 ENSMUSG00000043290                     1                                                                                                   PeptideAtlas (5)                   ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000078384                                      7:28886093..28886566:-1         157                 ENSMUSG00000047730                     1                                                                                                   PeptideAtlas (3)                             Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000070574                                       7:51932335..51933605:1         172                                                      2 (2)                                                                                           PRIDE (4), PeptideAtlas (16)             ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000074118                                      7:53038302..53039837:-1         106                 ENSMUSG00000062044                   2 (2)                                                                                                    PRIDE (1)                                 Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000074087[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}     7:66486831..66487037:-1         68                  ENSMUSG00000025326                     1                                                                                             PRIDE (2), PeptideAtlas (3)                        Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000073994[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}    7:107610439..107610750:-1        103                 ENSMUSG00000047248                     1                                                                                                   PeptideAtlas (5)                          Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000044407                                      17:10512525..10513094:-1        189                                                        1            knockout and mutations in other databases cause phenotypes including mortality   PRIDE (3), PeptideAtlas (10)              Bgee, Genevestigator, Eurexpress
  ENSMUSG00000073464[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}     17:11924400..11924819:-1        139                 ENSMUSG00000023826                     1                                                                                             PRIDE (3), PeptideAtlas (4)                        Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000049740                                     7:114768047..114768379:-1        110                 ENSMUSG00000036528                     1                                                                                                   PeptideAtlas (3)                   ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000067798                                       5:20045621..20046234:1         129                 ENSMUSG00000040003                   2 (2)                              several phenotypes including mortality                       PRIDE (1), PeptideAtlas (4)                     Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000078181[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}      5:31947374..31948728:1         110       ENSMUSG00000029142, ENSMUSG00000029136           1                                                                                                   PeptideAtlas (8)                          Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000072962                                       5:44491681..44493752:1         153                 ENSMUSG00000029086                     1                                                                                             PRIDE (5), PeptideAtlas (12)                    Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000057354                                     5:115886084..115886548:-1        154                 ENSMUSG00000054256                     1                                                                                             PRIDE (4), PeptideAtlas (8)              ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000072639[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}    5:122689186..122689530:-1        114                 ENSMUSG00000064267                     1                                                                                             PRIDE (1), PeptideAtlas (4)                     Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000063155[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}    5:130698013..130698477:-1        154                 ENSMUSG00000053094                     1                                                                                                   PeptideAtlas (3)                   ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000021206                                      5:139853651..139856007:1        139       ENSMUSG00000053553, ENSMUSG00000044197           1                                                                                             PRIDE (4), PeptideAtlas (7)              ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000073875                                      4:42090151..42090576:-1         141                                                        1                                                                                                   PeptideAtlas (1)        
  ENSMUSG00000070700[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}     4:133559278..133560802:1        120                 ENSMUSG00000050966                     1                                                                                             PRIDE (1), PeptideAtlas (6)              ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000053280[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}     17:31570894..31571349:-1        151                 ENSMUSG00000041119                     1                                                                                             PRIDE (2), PeptideAtlas (4)                 ArrayExpress, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000066178                                      4:136018165..136019892:1        148                                                        1                       knocked out in cell line, no phenotype in live mouse yet                    PeptideAtlas (5)                   ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000073719                                     4:144562623..144563060:-1        145                 ENSMUSG00000020220                     1                       knocked out in cell line, no phenotype in live mouse yet                    PeptideAtlas (6)                      ArrayExpress, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000054354[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}     17:34118437..34122296:1         113                                                        1                                                                                             PRIDE (1), PeptideAtlas (1)              ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000069012[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}     3:54517759..54517881:-1         40                  ENSMUSG00000027751                     1                                                                                                   PeptideAtlas (2)                             Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000074517                                      3:82931484..82932008:-1         174                                                        1                                                                                             PRIDE (3), PeptideAtlas (4)              ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000074318[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}    3:107690458..107690682:-1        74                  ENSMUSG00000040600                     1                                                                                                   PeptideAtlas (4)                          Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000074237                                      3:127741612..127743579:1        127                                                        1                                                                                             PRIDE (2), PeptideAtlas (4)                        Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000054773                                     3:156871295..156871534:-1        79                  ENSMUSG00000040037                     1                                                                                                   PeptideAtlas (2)                   ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000049276[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}     X:12605226..12605390:-1         54                                                         1                                                                                             PRIDE (1), PeptideAtlas (2)              ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000073231                                       X:39880439..39881044:1         80                  ENSMUSG00000016150                     1                                                                                                   PeptideAtlas (2)                   ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000072960                                      X:133276321..133277682:1        141       ENSMUSG00000031422, ENSMUSG00000087368           1                       knocked out in cell line, no phenotype in live mouse yet              PRIDE (2), PeptideAtlas (4)                 ArrayExpress, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000072913[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}    X:147275576..147275953:-1        125                 ENSMUSG00000087149                     1                                                                                                  PeptideAtlas (12)                             Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000069875                                        2:4088273..4088632:1          119                 ENSMUSG00000026657                     1                       knocked out in cell line, no phenotype in live mouse yet              PRIDE (2), PeptideAtlas (14)                       Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000073388                                      17:47026744..47027154:-1        136                                                        1                       knocked out in cell line, no phenotype in live mouse yet              PRIDE (1), PeptideAtlas (6)              ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000074989[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}    2:104836539..104836859:-1        106                 ENSMUSG00000045106                     1                                                                                                   PeptideAtlas (3)                          Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000074940[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}    2:112201851..112202165:-1        104                 ENSMUSG00000027130                     1                                                                                             PRIDE (2), PeptideAtlas (12)                ArrayExpress, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000044744                                       1:33726688..33727557:1         184                                                        1                                                                                             PRIDE (2), PeptideAtlas (7)              ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000080025[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}     1:37474621..37474944:-1         107                 ENSMUSG00000026112                     1                                                                                                   PeptideAtlas (3)                      ArrayExpress, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000073694[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}      1:46232431..46232727:1         98                                                         1                       knocked out in cell line, no phenotype in live mouse yet              PRIDE (2), PeptideAtlas (5)                        Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000073531[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}     1:158973680..158974325:1        71                                                         1                                                                                                   PeptideAtlas (4)                          Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000054546[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}     15:27505467..27505868:-1        133                 ENSMUSG00000022265                     1                                                                                             PRIDE (1), PeptideAtlas (4)              ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000078299[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}     15:64119151..64119294:-1        47                                                         1                                                                                                   PeptideAtlas (2)                   ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000078298[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}     15:64160033..64160371:-1        112                                                        1                                                                                                   PeptideAtlas (4)                             Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000018006[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}     15:78501215..78506545:1         158                 ENSMUSG00000043460                   4 (4)                                                                                                 PeptideAtlas (4)                   ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000075433[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}     15:97580292..97581586:1         169                 ENSMUSG00000022469                     1                                                                                                   PeptideAtlas (8)                          Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000043805[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}    15:102888711..102889043:-1       111                                                        1                                                                                                   PeptideAtlas (1)                             Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000055849[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}     13:25081073..25081390:-1        105                 ENSMUSG00000021340                     1                                                                                             PRIDE (1), PeptideAtlas (3)              ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000047061                                      13:45173740..45174554:1         144                 ENSMUSG00000078915                     1                                                                                                  PeptideAtlas (12)                   ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000051555[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}     13:55723728..55724168:-1        146                                                        1                       knocked out in cell line, no phenotype in live mouse yet                    PeptideAtlas (5)                             Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000048603                                      13:99086377..99087259:1         124                 ENSMUSG00000021660                     1                       knocked out in cell line, no phenotype in live mouse yet              PRIDE (4), PeptideAtlas (6)              ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000053556[\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}     12:81291858..81292307:1         149                 ENSMUSG00000015143                     1                                                                                                   PeptideAtlas (8)                      ArrayExpress, Genevestigator
  ENSMUSG00000084085                                      11:18909131..18911186:1         122                 ENSMUSG00000020160                   2 (2)                                                                                           PRIDE (1), PeptideAtlas (5)                        Genevestigator

a -- If the number of exons is greater than 1, the number of exons in which the coding sequence is contained is shown in brackets.

b -- Peptide evidence is shown with the databases in which the peptides are found followed by the number of unique peptides.

c -- Databases are shown that contain the expression evidence, in the form of EST and microarray data, for each of the respective genes.

Retired in EnsEMBL version 61.

10.1371/journal.pone.0048650.t002

###### Summary of the 6 candidate rat novel genes.

![](pone.0048650.t002){#pone-0048650-t002-2}

  EnsEMBL ID                Genomic location       length (aa)                                   Overlapping genes                                    Number of exons[\*](#nt105){ref-type="table-fn"}             Expression evidence
  -------------------- -------------------------- ------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------
  ENSRNOG00000038369     X:68776250..68790582:1        208                                                                                                                 4 (4)                                      Genevestigator
  ENSRNOG00000028932     4:80911025..80914836:1        97                    Intronic sequence of ENSRNOG00000008063 on opposite strand                                    2 (2)                                      Genevestigator
  ENSRNOG00000030156    18:18805826..18808748:-1       135                                                                                                                 3 (3)                                      Genevestigator
  ENSRNOG00000042175    11:64631466..64632612:1        70                                                                                                                    1                                        Genevestigator
  ENSRNOG00000013433    15:47304008..47304328:-1       106             Intronic and exonic sequence of ENSRNOG00000013441 on opposite strand                                 1                           ArrayExpress, Genevestigator, GermOnline
  ENSRNOG00000029808    15:60840404..60841246:-1       125       5′ UTR, some intronic and coding sequence of ENSRNOG00000012594 on opposite strand                        2 (2)                               ArrayExpress, Genevestigator

If the number of exons is greater than 1, the number of exons in which the coding sequence is contained is shown in brackets.

Expression databases may contain some false positives [@pone.0048650-Birney1], so to add support for these genes we searched for sequenced peptides in the PeptideAtlas [@pone.0048650-Deutsch1] and PRIDE [@pone.0048650-Vizcaino1] databases. We found no peptide support for any of the rat genes, which is not surprising given that PeptideAtlas contains no rat peptides and PRIDE has very few. We identified uniquely-matching sequenced peptides for 69 mouse genes. Of these, all but three are supported by more than one unique peptide ([Table 1](#pone-0048650-t001){ref-type="table"}).

Mouse-specific mutations affording protein-coding potential {#s2c}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Apart from presenting a clearer picture of the events that could lead to non-coding sequence becoming an ORF, deciphering the important mutations that facilitated the creation of a *de novo* gene gives further support for its existence. For each of the 69 mouse *de novo* candidates we searched for the orthologous DNA in human and guinea pig using a combination of BLAST and synteny information. These regions in rat had already been determined in a previous step. The orthologous sequences were aligned using MUSCLE [@pone.0048650-Edgar1]. We identified mutations specific to the mouse lineage that resulted in the appearance of an ORF. We termed these mutations "enablers" or "enabling mutations". The presence of an enabling mutation in mouse that is absent in human, rat and guinea pig is strong evidence for recent lineage-specific creation of the ORF, as the independent inactivation of the gene by an identical mutation in three different lineages is unlikely.

We were able to identify the orthologous sequence in rat, guinea pig and human for only 11 of the 69 candidates ([Table 3](#pone-0048650-t003){ref-type="table"}). For each of the 11 cases we attempted to identify a mouse-specific substitution that created or significantly extended the ORF. In 7 cases the mutations consist of one or two simple indels, while for the other four the transition from non-coding to ORF is less clear and may have involved several independent mutations. Sequence traces for the regions containing the enablers were taken from NCBI (unavailable for guinea pig) in order to ensure there was no ambiguity with regards to the sequence in the relevant enabler regions ([Figs. S1](#pone.0048650.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S2](#pone.0048650.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S3](#pone.0048650.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S4](#pone.0048650.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S5](#pone.0048650.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S6](#pone.0048650.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S7](#pone.0048650.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S8](#pone.0048650.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S9](#pone.0048650.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S10](#pone.0048650.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S11](#pone.0048650.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0048650.t003

###### Mouse candidates with evidence for transcription, translation and lineage-specific enabler.

![](pone.0048650.t003){#pone-0048650-t003-3}

  EnsEMBL ID                                                 Length (aa)                    Peptide evidencea                                      Expression evidenceb                                                     Enabler in mouse
  --------------------------------------------------------- ------------- ----------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  ENSMUSG00000075472[\*](#nt108){ref-type="table-fn"}            62                         PeptideAtlas (3)                        Gene Expression Atlas, ArrayExpress, Genevestigator                            deletion of 5nt causing frameshift
  ENSMUSG00000075582[\*](#nt108){ref-type="table-fn"}            115                   PRIDE (1), PeptideAtlas (4)                                    Genevestigator                                                   G-\>A creating start codon
  ENSMUSG00000037982                                             164                  PRIDE (3), PeptideAtlas (10)               ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator, Gene Expression Atlas                              T-\>G removing stop codon
  ENSMUSG00000078384                                             157                        PeptideAtlas (3)                                          Genevestigator                                              deletion of G resulting in frameshift
  ENSMUSG00000057354                                             154                   PRIDE (4), PeptideAtlas (8)               ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator, Gene Expression Atlas                        deletion of G resulting in frameshift
  ENSMUSG00000070700[\*](#nt108){ref-type="table-fn"}            120                   PRIDE (1), PeptideAtlas (6)               ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator, Gene Expression Atlas                        deletion of A resulting in frameshift
  ENSMUSG00000074517                                             174                   PRIDE (3), PeptideAtlas (4)               ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator, Gene Expression Atlas           C-\>T creating start codon and deletion of C causing frameshift
  ENSMUSG00000073388[\*\*\*](#nt110){ref-type="table-fn"}        136                   PRIDE (1), PeptideAtlas (6)               ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator, Gene Expression Atlas             insertion of 38nt resulting in frameshift and novel protein
  ENSMUSG00000075433[\*](#nt108){ref-type="table-fn"}            169                        PeptideAtlas (8)                                       Bgee, Genevestigator                                                T-\>G creating start codon
  ENSMUSG00000043805[\*](#nt108){ref-type="table-fn"}            111       PeptideAtlas (1)[\*\*](#nt109){ref-type="table-fn"}                        Genevestigator                         deletion of C creating start codon, 3 other separate indels causing frameshifts
  ENSMUSG00000048603                                             124                   PRIDE (4), PeptideAtlas (6)               ArrayExpress, Bgee, Genevestigator, Gene Expression Atlas                      indel of several nt causing a frameshift

a -- Peptide evidence is shown with the databases in which the peptides are found followed by the number of unique peptides.

b -- Databases are shown that contain the expression evidence, in the form of EST and microarray data, for each of the respective genes.

Retired in EnsEMBL version 61.

Only one unique peptide is considered to be weak evidence for the protein-coding potential of the gene.

Large ORFs are present in ancestral location in other species but a frameshift means they encode completely different proteins.

These genes are the strongest candidates for having arisen *de novo* as they are completely unique to mouse, they have support in the form of expression and peptide data, and they have unique enablers when compared to the ancestral DNA in other lineages. This all implies that the genes were not present in the mammalian ancestor, and have arisen recently in the mouse lineage.

What do the genes do? {#s2d}
---------------------

We searched for any information on the functions of these genes. The International Knockout Mouse Consortium (IKMC) offers a large data repository for mouse knockout data [@pone.0048650-Skarnes1] and contains entries for 14 out of the 69 mouse candidates. Twelve of these genes, three of which belong to the most robustly-supported group of 11 *de novo* genes ([Table 3](#pone-0048650-t003){ref-type="table"}; [Table 4](#pone-0048650-t004){ref-type="table"}), have only been knocked out in cell lines so far and have not produced any phenotypes. The remaining two knocked-out genes (ENSMUSG00000067798 and ENSMUSG00000044407) cause morbidity and affect growth, embryogenesis, and the nervous and cardiovascular systems when disrupted. This not only supports the inference that these genes are genuine, but also suggests that they have essential functions. However, for each of these two genes, the knockout covers another gene as well and the phenotypes that are reported may be due to the disruption of the overlapping genes. The gene overlapping with ENSMUSG00000067798 encodes MAGI2, a kinase enzyme involved in several processes and found to cause epilepsy when disrupted in human infants [@pone.0048650-Marshall1]. The gene overlapping with ENSMUSG00000044407, ENSMUSG00000062078, encodes a protein involved in a number of processes including neuron myelination [@pone.0048650-Sidman1]. Both overlapping genes are plausible essential genes.

10.1371/journal.pone.0048650.t004

###### Knockout experiments and SNPs within mouse *de novo* genes.

![](pone.0048650.t004){#pone-0048650-t004-4}

  EnsEMBL ID                                                                          Overlapping genes                                                        Knock-outs                                                                                                      SNPs
  ----------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  ENSMUSG00000075472                                                   3′ UTR of ENSMUSG00000018363 on the same strand                                                                                                                                                   1 NS in PWK/PhJ
  ENSMUSG00000075582                                     1st intron and some coding sequence of ENSMUSG00000046352 on opposite strand                                                                                                                      2NS total: 1NS in 2 strains, 1NS in WSB/EiJ
  ENSMUSG00000037982                                       5′ UTR and 1st exon and intron of ENSMUSG00000038250 on opposite strand      knocked out in cell line, no phenotype in live mouse yet                                                  5NS and 1S total: 4NS in Spretus/EiJ, 1NS and 1S in 14 strains
  ENSMUSG00000078384                                      some coding and intronic sequence of ENSMUSG00000047730 on opposite strand                                                                                                              3NS and 1S total: 2NS and 1S in Spretus/EiJ, 1NS in 6 strains
  ENSMUSG00000057354                                              intronic sequence of ENSMUSG00000054256 on opposite strand                                                                                                        4NS and 2S total: 2NS in 5 strains, 2S in Spretus/EiJ, 1NS in 2 strains, 1NS in 3 strains
  ENSMUSG00000070700                                            some coding sequence of ENSMUSG00000050966 on opposite strand                                                                                                                           3NS total: 2NS in Spretus/EiJ and 1NS in 2 strains
  ENSMUSG00000074517[\*](#nt111){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                           5NS and 2S total: 3NS in PWK/PhJ (2 in same codon producing premature stop), 1S in Spretus/EiJ, 2NS in 2 strains, 1S in 6 strains
  ENSMUSG00000073388                                                                                                                    knocked out in cell line, no phenotype in live mouse yet                                             2NS and 3S total: 3S in Spretus/EiJ, 1NS in Spretus/EiJ, 1NS in CAST/EiJ
  ENSMUSG00000075433[\*](#nt111){ref-type="table-fn"}     some intronic and coding sequence of ENSMUSG00000022469 on opposite strand                                                               8NS and 4S total: 1NS and 3S in CAST/EiJ, 4NS in 12 srains, 1NS in 11 strains (removing start codon), 1S in Spretus/EiJ, 1NS in 2 strains, 1NS in 10 strains
  ENSMUSG00000043805                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    3NS in Spretus/EiJ
  ENSMUSG00000048603                                       5′ UTR and 1st exon and intron of ENSMUSG00000021660 on opposite strand      knocked out in cell line, no phenotype in live mouse yet                            7NS and 4S total: 1S and 5NS in Spretus/Eij, 1S in LPJ, 1S in CAST/EiJ, 1NS in 8 strains, 1S in 8 strains

SNPs disrupt the valid ORF.

NS -- nonsynonymous SNPs.

S -- synonymous SNPs.

We could not identify any literature concerning the function of any of the knocked out *de novo* genes, so their functions remain unclear. We expect that the complete set of 75 murine genes we present will be of particular interest to researchers and single-gene knockout or knockdown studies should be performed on each one.

Sequence conservation among mouse strains {#s2e}
-----------------------------------------

We searched the mouse genome database, which contains sequence information for 17 mouse strains, for SNPs located within the coding sequences of the 11 best supported *de novo* candidates [@pone.0048650-Gregory1]. The coding sequences for each strain were aligned and translated. Generally speaking, these regions have low diversity. Only two of the 11 ORFs are disrupted in any strain ([Table 4](#pone-0048650-t004){ref-type="table"}). In the case of gene ENSMUSG00000074517, two adjacent SNPs in one strain introduce a premature stop codon. For gene ENSMUSG00000075433, a SNP present in 11 strains removes its start codon, and therefore its coding potential. This polymorphism is identical to an enabler we identified as having been responsible for the creation of the ORF. According to the phylogeny of these mouse strains [@pone.0048650-Beck1], the six strains containing the valid start codon do not form a clade to the exclusion of the other 11. Thus this may be an old polymorphism within mice that pre-dates the strain divergences.

Discussion {#s3}
==========

We present strong evidence for the existence of a total of 75 murine *de novo* genes ([Table 1](#pone-0048650-t001){ref-type="table"}; [Table 2](#pone-0048650-t002){ref-type="table"}). Of these, 11 mouse cases have extremely strong support ([Table 3](#pone-0048650-t003){ref-type="table"}): they are not found in any other lineages; there are no unannotated ORFs in the homologous regions in rat that could be orthologs; they all have transcription and peptide support; and their creation can be traced through some simple enabling mutations.

The fact that mouse and rat are each other\'s closest relatives and both display accelerated rates of evolution [@pone.0048650-Adkins1] means there is likely to be a large number of rearrangements in both species, and the problem is further compounded by their long divergence time. Additionally, the most closely-related outgroup species with adequate sequence data are guinea pig and human. The long evolutionary distances and the low sequence-coverage in guinea pig decrease the chances of discovering the orthologous DNA in the outgroups.

While mouse and rat have rapid rates of evolution when compared to other mammals, they have similar rates to each other. We would therefore expect the rate of *de novo* gene creation to be similar in the two species, yet we identified many more cases in mouse. However, our analysis began with fewer potential *de novo* cases in rat than in mouse (350 as opposed to 480). The difference may just be due to the relative incompleteness of the sequencing and annotation of the rat genome. An additional contributing factor may be the fact that orthology with mouse and human was used to some extent in the original annotation of the rat genome [@pone.0048650-Gibbs1]. This may have resulted in the exclusion of some rat-specific genes.

There are two mouse genes with particularly good support for their *de novo* origin, those with Ensembl identifiers ENSMUSG00000037982 and ENSMUSG00000078384. The gene with identifier ENSMUSG00000037982 is located on chromosome 8, opposite to *Usp38*, and encodes a protein 164 amino acids (aa) in length. The authenticity of this as a protein-coding gene is supported by 10 sequenced peptides, and mRNA evidence from multiple sources ([Table 1](#pone-0048650-t001){ref-type="table"}). Two enablers seem to have been involved in its creation ([Fig. 2](#pone-0048650-g002){ref-type="fig"}). The first mutation is a G to A transition producing a start codon that is also present in rat, and therefore most likely occurred before the lineage divergence. Both guinea pig and human possess a G at this position and we infer this to be the same as the ancestral sequence. The second mutation is a mouse-specific G to T transversion removing a stop codon that is present in the other three species. One synonymous SNP and one nonsynonymous SNP are found in 14 mouse strains, and one strain contains four other SNPs ([Fig. 3](#pone-0048650-g003){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, the sequence conservation amongst mouse strains is high. The gene has been knocked out in a cell line, but so far there have been no reported experiments in a whole organism.

![Ancestral regions of mouse gene ENSMUSG00000037982.\
A: Conserved synteny of the orthologous region containing the ancestral sequence of the gene in mouse, rat, guinea pig and human. Red boxes indicate orthologous genes, yellow boxes indicate non-orthologous genes, and the green box represents the location of the *de novo* gene. B: Alignment of the coding sequence of ENSMUSG00000037982 with the ancestral sequence present in rat, guinea pig and human. Red boxes indicate the locations of stop codons and empty triangles indicate the positions of the enabling mutations.](pone.0048650.g002){#pone-0048650-g002}

![Alignment of the coding sequence of ENSMUSG00000037982 with 17 different mouse strains.\
In each alignment the mouse reference sequence taken from Ensembl is in the top row. 3A: Sections of the coding sequence available from Ensembl are aligned with the sequences for 17 different mouse strains taken from the Mouse Genome Project database. SNPs are indicated by empty triangles. 3B: Translated peptide sequences for each of the sections in 3A. The locations of each of the non-synonymous and synonymous SNPs are again indicated by empty triangles.](pone.0048650.g003){#pone-0048650-g003}

ENSMUSG00000078384 encodes a protein 157 aa in length and is located on chromosome 7, overlapping with, but on the opposing strand to, *Fcgbp* ([Fig. 4A](#pone-0048650-g004){ref-type="fig"}). Possibly as a result of functional constraints on the overlapping gene, sequence conservation is very high in this region across all four species ([Fig. 4B](#pone-0048650-g004){ref-type="fig"}). Two enablers seem to have been responsible for the birth of the mouse ORF. As with ENSMUSG00000037982, the first enabler occurred in the rat/mouse ancestor and resulted in the creation of a potential start codon, this time through a C to A transversion. The second enabler is a mouse-specific deletion of 1 base causing a frameshift, thus avoiding downstream stop codons. Sequence conservation is quite high across other strains ([Fig. 5](#pone-0048650-g005){ref-type="fig"}). Three SNPs are reported in one strain, and another SNP is found in a total of 6 strains.

![Ancestral regions of mouse gene ENSMUSG00000078384.\
4A: Conserved synteny of the orthologous region containing the ancestral sequence of the gene in mouse, rat, guinea pig and human. Red boxes indicate orthologous genes, yellow boxes indicate non-orthologous genes, and the green box represents the location of the *de novo* gene. 4B: Alignment of the coding sequence of ENSMUSG00000078384 with the ancestral sequence present in rat, guinea pig and human. Red boxes indicate the locations of stop codons and empty triangles indicate the positions of the enabling mutations.](pone.0048650.g004){#pone-0048650-g004}

![Alignment of the coding sequence of ENSMUSG00000078384 with 17 different mouse strains.\
In each alignment the mouse reference sequence taken from Ensembl is in the top row. 5A: Sections of the coding sequence available from Ensembl are aligned with the sequences for 17 different mouse strains taken from the Mouse Genome Project database. SNPs are indicated by empty triangles. 5B: Translated peptide sequences for each of the sections in 5A. The locations of each of the non-synonymous and synonymous SNPs are again indicated by empty triangles.](pone.0048650.g005){#pone-0048650-g005}

Characteristic features of *de novo* genes {#s3a}
------------------------------------------

All of the 11 strongest mouse candidates are small genes, and the predicted proteins are short, with lengths between 62 and 174 aa. The other 58 mouse genes for which we were unable to find unequivocal enablers have a similar range in size, from 40 to 184 aa, as do the 6 rat candidates (70 to 208 aa). In terms of peptide composition, not a single gene out of the entire 75 encodes a protein containing a known domain or functional motif, nor do they show any relatedness to other proteins. Examination of amino acid content also did not reveal any patterns. While many of the encoded peptides tend to show a high frequency of one residue or another, the particular residue varies from gene to gene. The lack of discernible patterns among the encoded peptides is not surprising considering the origin of the genes. It also indicates that there is no particular bias in *de novo* gene retention.

The coding sequences for each of the 11 mouse genes, and most of the other candidates, are contained within one exon. Of the entire set of 75 *de novo* candidates, only 5 mouse genes and 4 rat genes contain introns within their coding sequences. There were no introns in any of the 11 strongest mouse candidate genes. The presence of the introns is inferred from expression evidence, and their lengths range between 100 and 10,000 bases. In each case the intronic DNA is identifiable in the orthologous regions of other species, meaning they are unlikely to have appeared from insertions. Overall, the simple features of the candidate genes lend plausibility to their *de novo* origins (Knowles and McLysaght 2009).

Another common feature of *de novo* genes is, while their coding sequences are unrelated to existing protein-coding regions, they tend to be in the vicinity of, and often overlap with, other genes, either within introns, or on the opposite strand [@pone.0048650-Knowles1], [@pone.0048650-Makalowska1]. 51 out of the 69 mouse genes overlap with other genes, 8 of which belong to the 11 strongest candidates. Of the six rat genes, three overlap with others ([Table 2](#pone-0048650-t002){ref-type="table"}).

There are two possible explanations for these patterns. The first is that a simple structure, small size and close proximity to another gene may be required to facilitate the origin of a gene from non-coding DNA. In terms of their size and lack of introns, *de novo* genes, particularly young ones, are unlikely to evolve long ORFs and complex splicing signals simultaneously. Overlap with other genes provides a ready mechanism to enable transcription of the new genes. Thus, these frequently reported features in *de novo* genes may reflect common steps in their origins [@pone.0048650-Siepel1].

Another possibility, however, is that the common features are merely due to ascertainment biases resulting from the methods that are used to detect the *de novo* genes. We require relatively well-conserved synteny and identifiable and alignable homologous sequence between species in order to provide positive evidence of the absence of the gene from other lineages. Short genes that overlap with conserved genes are more likely to satisfy these criteria.

Concluding Remarks {#s4}
==================

The origin of protein-coding genes *de novo* is increasingly recognized as a rare but consistent feature of eukaryotic genomes. As these genes are unique to particular species or clades, they could be responsible for some unique traits [@pone.0048650-Khalturin1]. However, despite the wealth of data on mouse and rat in general, data on these genes of interest were sparse. Of the 75 cases that we report, not a single one contains a recognizable protein domain. This is not unexpected considering the nature of origin of these genes.

During the course of this study the Ensembl database was updated and a number of the mouse genes we present here were removed from the database (40 out of 69). The sequences in the corresponding regions remain unchanged in the most recent version of Ensembl (v66 at time of writing), and the expression and peptide evidence are still available for each gene. The genes were removed because of their lack of orthologs in other species, yet *de novo* genes, by their very definition, will not have any homologous genes in other species. It is therefore likely that the *de novo* origin of genes is more frequent than was initially thought, and many of them remain undiscovered. Robust identification of *de novo* genes will probably require more primary data such as RNA-seq as the starting point to infer the presence of genes.

As a result of the extremely strict criteria we used to define the mouse- and rat-specific *de novo* genes it is likely that the number of *de novo* genes present in each species is higher than what we have found. While the functions and the importance of each of the genes are not yet known, we have provided a list of extremely well-supported candidates for *de novo* gene origin which may be of interest for future functional analyses.

Materials and Methods {#s5}
=====================

Sequence data {#s5a}
-------------

We obtained the complete set of 23497 mouse and 22938 rat protein-coding genes, along with their protein products from Ensembl v56 [@pone.0048650-Hubbard1]. The initial set of *de novo* candidates in each of the two species were defined as protein-coding genes with no BLASTP hit in the other species with an expectation (e-) value better than 1×10^−3^. This resulted in a list of 350 rat and 480 genes.

Search for homologous sequence {#s5b}
------------------------------

For each mouse and rat candidate novel gene the nucleotide sequence was used in a blastn search of the other species\' genome. Only genes with a hit in the other genome at least 50% the length of the query gene, with a sequence identity of at least 70%, were kept in the data set. The numbers of potential *de novo* genes were reduced to 200 and 131 in mouse and rat, respectively.

Removal of genes with orthologs in other species {#s5c}
------------------------------------------------

Using the perl API, the Ensembl compara database was used to search for potential orthologs in other non-murine species. Any genes with a valid ortholog in another species were excluded from the dataset. Orthologs were only considered valid if they contained an ATG start codon and if each of their introns was at least 18 base pairs (bp) long. Short introns (1--5 bp) are often inferred by automated pipelines such as Ensembl in order to avoid frameshifts that would discount the presence of a gene, yet there is no evidence that introns shorter than 18 bases can be spliced [@pone.0048650-Gilson1]. It is possible that some mutations in these specific regions would have been responsible for the creation of *de novo* genes.

After excluding genes with blastp hits in other species 174 mouse genes and 95 rat genes remained.

Removal of candidates with potential unannotated orthologs {#s5d}
----------------------------------------------------------

Protein sequences for each of the potential *de novo* genes were used in a tblastn search of the appropriate genome. Regions of the genomes containing any hits with an e-value of 1×10^−3^ or better, along with 1000 bases of flanking sequence on either side, were taken as possible homologous sequence and were searched for any unannotated ORFs. Potential introns within these had to be at least 18 bp in length for the ORF to be considered valid. If the translated ORF aligned over at least 50% of the length of the candidate novel gene with at least 60% sequence identity then it was considered as a valid, unannotated ortholog.

Other dataset refinements {#s5e}
-------------------------

We removed any *de novo* candidates lacking an ATG start codon, or containing any introns less than 18 bases in length. We were left with 152 potential *de novo* genes for mouse and 53 for rat.

Expression and peptide evidence {#s5f}
-------------------------------

We searched UniGene [@pone.0048650-Wheeler1], which contains information from several different mRNA databases, for expression evidence for each of the *de novo* candidates.

The PeptideAtlas [@pone.0048650-Deutsch1] and PRIDE [@pone.0048650-Vizcaino1] protein databases were searched for evidence of protein-coding potential for the *de novo* genes. Only peptides that uniquely matched the *de novo* gene under scrutiny were considered.

Removal of candidates with potential GenBank orthologs {#s5g}
------------------------------------------------------

The protein sequences of each of the potential *de novo* genes were BLASTed against GenBank [@pone.0048650-Benson1]. Any hits in other species with e-values lower than 1×10^−3^ covering at least 50% of the length of the gene were taken to be orthologs. This resulted in the exclusion of two rat genes.

Enabling Mutations {#s5h}
------------------

The coding sequence for each of the 69 mouse genes was BLASTed against the entire human and guinea pig genomes. Hits with over 50% sequence identity and covering at least 50% of the gene were taken as possible homologous regions. Synteny was used wherever possible to confirm the homologous regions. As a result of the extensive divergence between mouse and the two outgroup species, the ancestral sequences proved to be difficult to determine, and were only found for 11 out of the 69 *de novo* candidates.

MUSCLE [@pone.0048650-Edgar1] was used to align the sequences of each of the *de novo* mouse genes with the homologous regions in rat, human and guinea pig. Alignments were then manually curated using Jalview [@pone.0048650-Waterhouse1], and were examined for lineage-specific mutations.

BLAST searches against the WGS trace data were performed using the NCBI BLAST website ([www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/](http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/)) to obtain sequence traces for each of the regions containing the enabling mutations ([Figures S1](#pone.0048650.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S2](#pone.0048650.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S3](#pone.0048650.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S4](#pone.0048650.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S5](#pone.0048650.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S6](#pone.0048650.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S7](#pone.0048650.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S8](#pone.0048650.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S9](#pone.0048650.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S10](#pone.0048650.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S11](#pone.0048650.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Traces were only available for mouse, rat and human. They were examined in order to confirm there was no ambiguity with respect to the nucleotides present at the enabler locations.

Peptide composition {#s5i}
-------------------

Amino acid compositions for each of the proteins encoded by the *de novo* candidates were calculated using the ProtParam tool available on the ExPASy website (web.expasy.org/protparam/).

For each encoded protein, the PROSITE database was searched for peptide domains and motifs using the ScanProsite tool [@pone.0048650-deCastro1].

Supporting Information {#s6}
======================
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**Sequence traces for ENSMUSG00000075433.** A: Mouse sequence. B: Reverse complement of rat sequence. C: Reverse complement of human sequence.
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**Sequence traces for ENSMUSG00000043805.** A: Mouse sequence. B: Reverse complement of rat sequence. C: Human sequence.
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**Sequence traces for ENSMUSG00000048603.** A: Mouse sequence. B: Reverse complement of rat sequence.
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**Sequence traces for ENSMUSG00000075472.** A: Mouse sequence. B: Rat sequence. C: Human sequence.
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**Sequence traces for ENSMUSG00000075582.** A: Reverse complement mouse sequence. B: Rat sequence. C: Human sequence.
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**Sequence traces for ENSMUSG00000037982.** A: Reverse complement of mouse sequence. B: Human sequence.
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**Sequence traces for ENSMUSG00000078384.** A: Mouse sequence. B: Reverse complement of rat sequence. C: Human sequence.
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**Sequence traces for ENSMUSG00000057354.** A: Mouse sequence. B: Human sequence.
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**Sequence traces for ENSMUSG00000070700.** A: Mouse sequence. B: Rat sequence. C: Reverse complement of human sequence.
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**Sequence traces for ENSMUSG00000074517.** A: Mouse sequence. B: Rat sequence. C: Reverse complement of human sequence.
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Click here for additional data file.
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